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During our annual September 2014 & 2015 Night Launch our Range operations crew noted an alarming number of LED illuminated 

Vehicles that lost power and visible light during boost.  Further this condition did not correct itself as the models slowed to apogee.  That 

means we had a number of Models that were “Invisible” through most if not all of the flight.   Very Dangerous!  

Researching these lighting failures the overwhelming number were caused by the position of the Battery Pack and type of Battery 

holder or retaining method used. 

 The purpose of this Tech-Tip will be to advise on ways to proper battery and holder choices with emphasis on HOW to mount these 

packages so that the forces of acceleration and deceleration will not dislodge the chosen battery or allow the retaining contact springs to be 

compressed by the mass of the batteries. 

Most of our beginning Night flying models are put together using manufactured novelty lights and/or materials we pick-up at Radio Shack or 

the dollar stores.    

Generally our N.I.T.E. package includes some form of 3v-9v power supply.  Most often used are AA and AAA Cell batteries.   While these 

forms are for the most part OK to use the battery holders chosen may not be up to the job.  The 2-AA or 2-AAA inexpensive spring loaded 

holders just don’t have the strength to keep the heavy batteries in place under the initial thrust even B Class Motors. 

 

     These holders can be used if they can be positioned within the model as that the mass of the Batteries cannot be dislodges or 

depress the spring during boost and/or ejection.   This usually means the pack MUST be aligned horizontally or perpendicular to 

the line of flight.   Obviously this will not be possible in models smaller the BT-60.   For these smaller models mounting the 

battery package Upside down with the spring end UP can be part of the solution.  Mounting these packages on an angle with the 

back of the pack diagonally facing the aft end of the model with the spring end up is about as much as can be done concerning 

location.  The next thing to add to this type installation is some form of positive battery wrapping making it impossible for the 

batteries to become dislodges or separate from the battery holder.    This wrap can be as simple as a couple winds of Masking or 

electrical tape to adding a small nylon zip tie around the entire holder.  If there is enough room a package wrapping with Velcro 

Hook & Loop can also work.   

 Another way to reduce the mass of these typical AA or AAA size battery packs would be to use Lighter Lithium-ion 

rather than heavier standard Carbon or Alkaline batteries.   They still need the same restraining measures but generally supply 

higher mAh current over a longer period.   They are a good bit more expensive also but for my Money I’d consider them a good 

deal just because of the lighter weight. 

Let’s look for a better solution to our power supply placements and mass problem.    

 AAA, AA and even 9V batteries are by their very nature HEAVY.   Do we really need all that weight or stored energy?   

Most night model rocket flights even with EXTENDED recovery (walking) time last less than 45minutes. With the exception of 

very heavy amp drawing lighting systems the answer is clearly no.  Our models generally require much less long term power in our 

night flying projects.    How can we eliminate much of the MASS and replace the big bulky 2-cell spring loaded battery holders?   
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One very good answer is the use of 3V lithium Coin Cells and Coin cell holders.  

 Coin Cells come is a variety of Voltages and mAh ratings.  These can be as small as the Tiny 1.5v hearing aid batteries 

that are only about ¼” in diameter to the mainstay of my Fleet the 20mm (.78”)diameter 3volt Lithium Coin Cells.   There are 

two 20mm 3V lithium coin cell packages available that have proven to be most useful over the years.   CR-2016 or UL-2016 

(Allied 70157560) 3v – 80mAh costing about .77each or CR-2032 or UL-2032 (Allied 70157367) 3v – 210mAh Cells, cost 

about .61 each   Yes the much higher 210mAh Cells cost less because they are specified more often.   There are other brands 

such as Panasonic and others that use a slightly different chemistry which work just fine but are more the twice to three times the 

cost per battery.   There is also the 20mm, CR-2025 3v – 180mAh Cell which use the same battery holder as both CR-2016 and 

CR-2032.   

 One of the very best things about Lithium coin cells is they have a very long shelf life with less the 1%/year self-

discharge rate.   That makes it possible to purchase a bunch at one of several price breaks to get the best possible cost per cell.  I 

took advantage of this fact recently purchasing 50- UL-2032 cells for .40each which should have my night flying stock right for 

5 or more years.   

 Any of the 20mm coin cell will run most LED Night Flying light packages for more than 8 Hours. 

 If .787” is too large for the planned project there are two smaller diameter 3v Lithium Coin Cells available UL1620 

(Allied 70157567) 16mm x 1.6mm (.629”dia) 3v – 70mAh and smaller yet UL1220 (Allied 70157568) 12mm x 2.5mm 

(.472” dia.) 3v – 36mAh coil cells.  These small cells cost somewhere around .61 to .99 each.  As they have much smaller 

capacities either should be used in lighting designs that have fewer LED strings, drawing fewer milliamps per string.     

      One Note ALL Lithium Coils cells must be shipped Ground Freight only.  Sometimes requiring a few more days for 

delivery and add a bit more to the shipping charges.   

                                      

       As there are 3 different size Coin Cells there are also at least 3 different size coin cell holders.  “Buyer Beware!”  Not all 

coin cell holders are created equal.  Most all coin cell holders are designed to be soldered onto printed circuit boards.  That does 

not mean we can’t use with without PC boards but it does make their use a bit more of a challenge.    

      Over time I’ve discovered that the cheaper the holder the more likely the retaining spring WILL have some problems 

during liftoff and ejection.    For ALL my 20mm Coin-Cell projects I’ve come to believe in only two heavy duty holders.  The first 

is a single cell holder the other dual cell holder.  Using these holders in combinations it is possible to supply good mAh current to 

the projects in 3v to 12v combinations.   
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 Because these holders have such strong retaining clips it is possible to allow either 1 or 2 cell holder to hang freely within 

a model without fear of any loss of contact during flight.   I strongly recommend these two 20mm Coin Cell holder for any night 

flying project. 

      

 RC Li-poly Battery packs can be lighter but have their own set of cautions and concerns.   

While we have access to some very reliable 11.1v  Lithium-polymer pre-packaged batteries these things can and do cause all kinds 

of additional warnings if misused, mishandled or damaged during charging, use or storage can and will cause FIRES.  Not paying 

attention to the level of discharge of your Li-poly’s can damage or destroy the battery.   Discharging a Li-poly packs below the 

recommended voltage per cell ruins the battery forever.  Once Li-Po Batteries are discharged to low they cannot be saved.  

Charging these packages must be done ONLY with a specialty BALANCING Charger placed on non-flammable materials and 

watched during the entire charging process.  NEVER Leave a charging Li-poly battery unattended, it could cost you your house!  

Most of the higher mAh packages should be charged inside a flameproof bag placed on non-flammable surfaces while being 

watched during the entire charging/discharging process.    

 Li-ploy batteries should NOT be left completely charged for longer the a few days as this causes the cathode to erode 

drastically reducing the life of the pack.   Long term storage should be done with the battery at somewhere between 30 to 50% 

charge.  This is directly from the manufacturer’s recommendations list.  

 With all the Cautions out of the way:  Li-poly packages can be a very good power supply for large and complex night 

flying light systems.  They can even power animator controllers along with our steady on LED lighting. 

 How do we secure these fairly heavy packages?    Li-poly packages are Soft Foil packs, generally with a vinyl shrink-wrap 

exterior.   That said it is important to secure the battery package in the model in a manor tight enough to prevent the mass of the 

package from shifting during liftoff and ejection but not so tight as to rupture the foil or damage the stacked cells of the 

package.    Much like our 3V Coin Cells these packages can be mounted in almost any orientation without fear of contact loss 

unless the package itself shifts far enough to disconnect the two piece power connector.    I’ve seen masking tape. Electrical tape, 

small Tie-wraps, even Velcro wraps work great to secure these packages vertically inside tubes as small as BT-55.    Others placed 

in payload sections with fore and aft cotton or foam cushioning seemed to perform just fine.   

 Try to match your project mA draw to the mAh rating of the Li-poly package you select.  Generally the higher the mAh 

rating the heavier and larger the Li-poly package will be.   

Mass is always the enemy with our rocket flights.  Lowering the overall liftoff mass of our models has a two-fold effect.  A) 

Lighter mass to thrust ratio will have better potential altitude performance.  B) Lighter models make for a bit less of an unseen 

lawn-dart hazard should something run amuck during our night flight.  

Keep em Flyin Micronized & Well Lit! 

John 
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